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Abstract. In this paper, a new ﬁlter design for a heat sink
is presented. The parasitic couplings between electric power
devices and the heat sink are responsible for common-mode
currents. The main focus is on the reduction of these currents
to reduce the heat sink radiation. For this purpose a new
ﬁlter design is proposed. In addition, experimental results
are shown to validate the proposed ﬁlter.
1 Introduction
In general, power-switching semiconductors (MOS-
FET’s/IGBT’s) are mounted on heat sinks to keep the
power semiconductors within a given temperature range. A
parasitic capacitance can be formed between the case of the
semiconductors and the heat sink. The insulating thermal
compound (Damiano et al., 2004) is the dielectric of this
capacitance. It is shown as isolator 1 in Fig. 1.
Common-mode EMI is usually the result of parasitic ef-
fects (Tihanyi, 1995). Due to these capacitances common-
mode currents are generated in Switching Mode Power Sup-
ply (SMPS) circuits. In consequence, these currents could
violate the EMC standards by their radiation. Therefore, the
heat sink should be well designed.
The drain-source voltage variation increases by decreasing
the commutation time of the transistor and by increasing the
insulation voltage level. Consequently, a high number of har-
monic components are generated which makes the heat sink
an EMI generator (Sinclair et al., 1993).
The shape and the dimension of the heat sinks play a major
role in the power electronic system design. In general, as the
size of the heat sink increases, the radiation efﬁciency also
increases. However, the maximum radiation will take place
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at different frequencies depending on the heat sink geometry
(Brench, 1994), (Das and Roy, 1998).
In particular, the heat sink can become an efﬁcient antenna
when resonant phenomena occur (Damiano et al., 2004).
This paper investigates the origin of common-mode cur-
rents generated by SMPS and shows a ﬁlter design to reduce
common-mode currents of ungrounded heat sinks and an ex-
perimental setup for validating the input impedance and the
heat sink radiation.
2 EMI generator and heat sink radiation
A parasitic capacitance Cdh (see Fig. 2) exists between the
metal case of the semiconductors and the heat sink. The in-
sulating thermal compound acts as a dielectric for this capac-
itance. Due to this capacitance and the time varying drain-
source voltage a noise current inoise can be calculated accord-
ing to the following equation, as a ﬁrst approach for low fre-
quencies and Cdh Chp Chg
inoise(t)=Cdh·
duds
dt
, (1)
where duds/dt is the time derivative of the drain-source volt-
age. Cdh can reach approximately 100pF (Tihanyi, 1995).
This noise current inoise is split into the conducted EMI cur-
rent ic and the radiated EMI current ih
inoise(t)=ih(t)+ic(t)· (2)
The noise current paths through the heat sink in AC/DC con-
verter are shown in Fig. 2 as an example.
In order to reduce the radiated emissions of the heat sink,
it may be grounded. Consequently, the conducted EMI cur-
rent ic raises in the power supply (Tihanyi, 1995). The results
of the previous works (Li et al., 1993; Radhakrishnan et al.,
2000; Archambeault et al., 2001), have proved that ground-
ing a heat sink can reduce radiated emissions.
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inoise(t)=Cdh·
duds
dt
· (1)
The time derivative of the drain-source voltage is duds/dt.
Cdh can reach approximately 100 pF (Tihanyi, 1995). This
noise current inoise is split into the conducted EMI current ic
and the radiated EMI current ih
inoise(t)=ih(t)+ic(t)· (2)
The noise current paths through the heat sink in AC/DC con-
verter are shown in Fig. 2 as an example. In order to reduce
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Fig. 2. Noise current paths through the heat sink in an AC/DC con-
verter
the radiated emissions of the heat sink, it may be grounded.
Consequently, the conducted EMI current ic raises in the
power supply (Tihanyi, 1995). The results of the previous
works (Li et al., 1993), (Radhakrishnan et al., 2000), (Ar-
chambeault et al., 2001), have proved that grounding a heat
sink can reduce radiated emissions.
The noise current loops are shown again in Fig. 3. The
current path ic via Chg and ground represents the common-
mode current and the current path ih via Chp and the PCB
is the heat sink current. The common-mode current ic pro-
duces conducted EMI, while ih generates radiated EMI via
the heat sink as an antenna. If the heat sink is not grounded,
the conducted EMI current ic can be reduced but the radiated
EMI current ih to the SMPS raises (Felic and Evans, 2001).
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Fig. 3. Radiated EMI current (left) and conducted EMI current
(right) loop
An efﬁcient method to reduce radiated emissions of a heat
sinkwasintroducedinapreviousstudy(Nagel,1999). Byin-
serting a copper screen between the heat sink and the power
device the capacitance can be minimized. This screen is ap-
plied as a shield for the heat sink. Furthermore, the sides
of the screen are insulated with a well thermally conduct-
ing dielectric material. This screening design is illustrated in
Fig. 4. In this work the radiated EMI current loop (see the
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Fig. 4. Reduction of the common-mode current by screening
left hand side of Fig. 3) between the heat sink and PCB is
considered.
3 Filter design
Due to the extensive use of digital information and commu-
nication equipment, EMC problems have increased. To miti-
gate this problem, ferrite cores are usually attached on the ca-
ble/ wire (see Fig. 5) to suppress electromagnetic noise emis-
sions from digital information equipment (Samir and Fuji-
wara, 1999). This idea was integrated in the heat sink ﬁlter
design to attenuate the heat sink radiated emissions. The heat
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Fig. 5. Block diagram of the ﬁlter design
sink is extended with a metallic ring bar which has the same
material characteristics like the heat sink. Furthermore, on
the extended part of the heat sink a ferrite core is attached.
The ferrite core is ﬁxed between the heat sink and the power
device. This is illustrated in Fig. 6. The high frequency cur-
rent is attenuated due to the ferrite core. This current can be
calculated by the following equation :
Ih =
Uds
Z
· (3)
Fig. 2. Noise current paths through the heat sink in an AC/DC con-
verter.
The noise current loops are shown in Fig. 2. The current
path ic via Chg and ground represents the common-mode cur-
rent and the current path ih via Chp and the PCB is the heat
sink current. If the heat sink is not grounded, the conducted
EMI current ic can be reduced but the radiated EMI current
ih to the SMPS raises (Felic and Evans, 2001).
An efﬁcient method to reduce radiated emissions of a heat
sinkwasintroducedinapreviousstudy(Nagel,1999). Byin-
serting a copper screen between the heat sink and the power
device the capacitance can be minimized. This screen is ap-
plied as a shield for the heat sink. Furthermore, the sides
of the screen are insulated with a well thermally conduct-
ing dielectric material. This screening design is illustrated in
Fig. 4.
In this work the radiated EMI current via the heat sink (see
Fig. 3) is considered.
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the radiated emissions of the heat sink, it may be grounded.
Consequently, the conducted EMI current ic raises in the
power supply (Tihanyi, 1995). The results of the previous
works (Li et al., 1993), (Radhakrishnan et al., 2000), (Ar-
chambeault et al., 2001), have proved that grounding a heat
sink can reduce radiated emissions.
The noise current loops are shown in Fig. 2. The current
path ic via Chg and ground represents the common-mode
current and the current path ih via Chp and the PCB is the
heat sink current. If the heat sink is not grounded, the con-
ducted EMI current ic can be reduced but the radiated EMI
current ih to the SMPS raises (Felic and Evans, 2001).
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An efﬁcient method to reduce radiated emissions of a heat
sinkwasintroducedinapreviousstudy(Nagel,1999). Byin-
serting a copper screen between the heat sink and the power
device the capacitance can be minimized. This screen is ap-
plied as a shield for the heat sink. Furthermore, the sides
of the screen are insulated with a well thermally conduct-
ing dielectric material. This screening design is illustrated in
Fig. 4.
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the radiated emissions of the heat sink, it may be grounded.
Consequently, the conducted EMI current ic raises in the
power supply (Tihanyi, 1995). The results of the previous
works (Li et al., 1993), (Radhakrishnan et al., 2000), (Ar-
chambeault et al., 2001), have proved that grounding a heat
sink can reduce radiated emissions.
The noise current loops are shown again in Fig. 3. The
current path ic via Chg and ground represents the common-
mode current and the current path ih via Chp and the PCB
is the heat sink current. The common-mode current ic pro-
duces conducted EMI, while ih generates radiated EMI via
the heat sink as an antenna. If the heat sink is not grounded,
the conducted EMI current ic can be reduced but the radiated
EMI current ih to the SMPS raises (Felic and Evans, 2001).
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3 Filter design
Due to the extensive use of digital information and commu-
nication equipment, EMC problems have increased. To miti-
gate this problem, ferrite cores are usually attached on the ca-
ble/ wire (see Fig. 5) to suppress electromagnetic noise emis-
sions from digital information equipment (Samir and Fuji-
wara, 1999). This idea was integrated in the heat sink ﬁlter
design to attenuate the heat sink radiated emissions.
The heat sink is extended with a metallic ring bar which
has the same material characteristics like the heat sink. Fur-
thermore, on the extended part of the heat sink a ferrite core
is attached. The ferrite core is ﬁxed between the heat sink
and the power device. This is illustrated in Fig. 6.
The high frequency current is attenuated due to the ferrite
core. This current can be calculated by the following equa-
tion :
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power supply (Tihanyi, 1995). The results of the previous
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chambeault et al., 2001), have proved that grounding a heat
sink can reduce radiated emissions.
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is the heat sink current. The common-mode current ic pro-
duces conducted EMI, while ih generates radiated EMI via
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Fig. 6. Schematic representation of ﬁlter design and equivalent cir-
cuit
Ih is the heat sink current and Uds is the drain-source voltage
of the transistor and Z is the impedance of the network.
The initial heat sink setup of Fig. 1 changes to the ﬁlter
design of Fig. 6. An additional impedance Zf has to be added
in series to the resonant circuit. Zf is the impedance of the
ferrite core.
This new design has a higher heat transfer resistance than
the original setup, but it has a lesser heat transfer resistance
than the screening design.
4 Experimental setup
4.1 Input impedance of the heat sink
Three different conﬁgurations were necessary to analyze the
input impedance of the heat sink designs.
The ﬁrst setup is an original heat sink design for measur-
ing the input impedance as a reference. It was placed to the
vector network analyzer to measure the scattering parameters
S11(see Fig. 7). A second and third measurement setup were
made for the extended heat sink design without ferrite core
and with ferrite core, respectively. The scattering parameters
S11 of these setups were measured by a vector network an-
alyzer (see Fig. 8). From these scattering parameters of all
three conﬁgurations, the input impedances were calculated
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Fig. 7. Measurement setup for the input impedance of the reference
heat sink design
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Fig. 8. Measurement setup for the input impedance of the ferrite
heat sink design
by using (Diepenbrock et al., 2001)
Zinput =Z0·
1+S11
1−S11
, (4)
where Zinput is the input impedance to the network, the used
normalization impedance Z0 is 50 Ohms, and the measured
scattering parameter data is S11. In this work, the frequency
range from 300 kHz up to 1 GHz was considered.
4.2 Radiation of the heat sink
In order to validate the attenuation of the heat sink radiated
emissions of the proposed heat sink design an experimental
test was done inside an anechoic chamber to avoid the pres-
ence of environmental EMI noises in EMI measurements. A
simpliﬁed schematic of the experimental setup is shown in
Fig. 9. The RF signal generator was connected via a coax-
Fig. 6. Schematic representation of ﬁlter design and equivalent cir-
cuit.
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design of Fig. 6. An additional impedance Zf has to be added
in series to the resonant circuit. Zf is the impedance of the
ferrite core.
This new design has a higher heat transfer resistance than
the original setup, but it has a lesser heat transfer resistance
than the screening design.
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, (4)
where Zinput is the input impedance to the network, the used
normalization impedance Z0 is 50 Ohms, and the measured
scattering parameter data is S11. In this work, the frequency
range from 300 kHz up to 1 GHz was considered.
4.2 Radiation of the heat sink
In order to validate the attenuation of the heat sink radiated
emissions of the proposed heat sink design an experimental
test was done inside an anechoic chamber to avoid the pres-
ence of environmental EMI noises in EMI measurements. A
simpliﬁed schematic of the experimental setup is shown in
Fig. 9. The RF signal generator was connected via a coax-
Fig. 8. Measurement setup for the input impedance of the ferrite
heat sink design.
4 Input impedance of the heat sink
4.1 Experimental setup
Three different conﬁgurations were necessary to analyze the
input impedance of the heat sink designs. The ﬁrst setup is an
original heat sink design for measuring the input impedance
as a reference. It was placed to the vector network analyzer
to measure the scattering parameters S11 (see Fig. 7). A sec-
ond and third measurement setup were made for the extended
heat sink design without ferrite core and with ferrite core,
respectively. The scattering parameters S11 of these setups
were measured by a vector network analyzer (see Fig. 8).
From these scattering parameters of all three conﬁgu-
rations, the input impedances were calculated by using
(Diepenbrock et al., 2001)
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Fig. 10. Equivalent circuit for original heat sink design
impedance of the reference heat sink design can be expressed
as:
Zinput =
1
jωCdh
+Zh+
1
jωChp
· (5)
The impedance of the heat sink is given by
Zh =Rh+jωLh· (6)
The resonant frequency of the original heat sink design can
be expressed as:
fres1 =
1
2π
p
Lloop·Cloop
· (7)
Up to the resonant frequency fres1, the input impedance be-
haves like a capacitance and above the resonant frequency
fres1 the impedance behaves like an inductance. The reso-
nant frequency fres2 of the second conﬁguration was shifted
into the lower MHz frequency range because the extended
heat sink design has a larger current loop than the reference
design. In other words, the second conﬁguration has a larger
inductance than the original heat sink setup. In consequence,
the resonant frequency fres2 is smaller than the resonant fre-
quency fres1. The resonant frequencies of the ﬁrst and sec-
ond conﬁguration are 300 MHz and 180 MHz, respectively.
The capacitances of the third conﬁguration (extended heat
sink with ferrite core) are the same as ﬁrst and second conﬁg-
uration. But the inductances of the heat sink are increased by
the ferrite cores. This is because all two ferrite core consist
of different materials and therefore different magnetic char-
acteristics. The quality factor of the system is reduced by the
ferrite core. Furthermore, it depends on the ferrite materials
which is used.
The input impedance of the heat sink is increased because
a ferrite core has a very large impedance due to its permeabil-
ity. This means that the heat sink currents will be minimized
by adding the ferrite core between the heat sink and power
device and the heat sink radiation is attenuated by this ﬁlter.
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range for frontal and lateral measurements
5 Radiation of the heat sink
5.1 Experimental setup
In order to validate the attenuation of the heat sink radiated
emissions of the proposed heat sink design an experimental
test was done inside an anechoic chamber to avoid the pres-
ence of environmental EMI noises in EMI measurements. A
simpliﬁed schematic of the experimental setup is shown in
Fig. 12. The RF signal generator was connected via a coax-
ial cable to the heat sink ferrite design. On the other side a
biconical/ logarithmic periodic antenna receives the emitted
electromagnetic ﬁelds from the heat sink. This received RF
signal V is detected by a spectrum analyzer.
From these RF signals of with and without ferrite core on
the ungrounded heat sink, the attenuation of the heat sink
radiated emissions is calculated using
Ahs(dB)=Vw/o Ferrite(dBµV )−Vw/ Ferrite(dBµV ), (8)
where Ahs is the attenuation of the heat sink radiated emis-
sions, Vw/o Ferrite is the received RF signal of the heat sink
Fig. 9. Impedance of the reference, the enhanced heat sink with and
without ferrite core.
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impedance of the reference heat sink design can be expressed
as:
Zinput =
1
jωCdh
+Zh+
1
jωChp
· (5)
The impedance of the heat sink is given by
Zh =Rh+jωLh· (6)
The resonant frequency of the original heat sink design can
be expressed as:
fres1 =
1
2π
p
Lloop·Cloop
· (7)
Up to the resonant frequency fres1, the input impedance be-
haves like a capacitance and above the resonant frequency
fres1 the impedance behaves like an inductance. The reso-
nant frequency fres2 of the second conﬁguration was shifted
into the lower MHz frequency range because the extended
heat sink design has a larger current loop than the reference
design. In other words, the second conﬁguration has a larger
inductance than the original heat sink setup. In consequence,
the resonant frequency fres2 is smaller than the resonant fre-
quency fres1. The resonant frequencies of the ﬁrst and sec-
ond conﬁguration are 300 MHz and 180 MHz, respectively.
The capacitances of the third conﬁguration (extended heat
sink with ferrite core) are the same as ﬁrst and second conﬁg-
uration. But the inductances of the heat sink are increased by
the ferrite cores. This is because all two ferrite core consist
of different materials and therefore different magnetic char-
acteristics. The quality factor of the system is reduced by the
ferrite core. Furthermore, it depends on the ferrite materials
which is used.
The input impedance of the heat sink is increased because
a ferrite core has a very large impedance due to its permeabil-
ity. This means that the heat sink currents will be minimized
by adding the ferrite core between the heat sink and power
device and the heat sink radiation is attenuated by this ﬁlter.
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5 Radiation of the heat sink
5.1 Experimental setup
In order to validate the attenuation of the heat sink radiated
emissions of the proposed heat sink design an experimental
test was done inside an anechoic chamber to avoid the pres-
ence of environmental EMI noises in EMI measurements. A
simpliﬁed schematic of the experimental setup is shown in
Fig. 12. The RF signal generator was connected via a coax-
ial cable to the heat sink ferrite design. On the other side a
biconical/ logarithmic periodic antenna receives the emitted
electromagnetic ﬁelds from the heat sink. This received RF
signal V is detected by a spectrum analyzer.
From these RF signals of with and without ferrite core on
the ungrounded heat sink, the attenuation of the heat sink
radiated emissions is calculated using
Ahs(dB)=Vw/o Ferrite(dBµV )−Vw/ Ferrite(dBµV ), (8)
where Ahs is the attenuation of the heat sink radiated emis-
sions, Vw/o Ferrite is the received RF signal of the heat sink
Fig. 10. Equivalent circuit for original heat sink design.
Zinput =Z0·
1+S11
1−S11
, (4)
where Zinput is the input impedance to the network, the used
normalization impedance Z0 is 50 Ohms, and the measured
scattering parameter data is S11. In this work, the frequency
range from 300 kHz up to 1GHz was considered.
4.2 Results and discussions
The results of all three conﬁgurations are illustrated in Fig. 9.
The curves of the ﬁrst (reference heat sink design) and sec-
ond (extended heat sink without ferrite core) conﬁguration
show, that the heat sink structures behave like series resonant
circuits.
The result of the ﬁrst conﬁguration can be explained by
the following equivalent circuit (see Fig. 10.)
The input impedance of the reference heat sink design can
be expressed as:
Zinput =
1
jωCdh
+Zh+
1
jωChp
· (5)
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without ferrite core and Vw/ Ferrite is the received RF signal
of the heat sink with ferrite core. The measurement setups
wereconﬁguredforfrontalandlateralradiation. Inthiswork,
the frequency range from 20 up to 300 MHz was considered.
5.2 Results and discussions
The attenuation of the heat sink radiation is calculated for
frontal and lateral measurement of the heat sink is illustrated
in Fig. 11. The maximum attenuation value and the average
attenuation value of the frontal measurement of the heat sink
are 25 dB and 15 dB, respectively. Furthermore, the maxi-
mum attenuation value and the average attenuation value of
the lateral measurement of the heat sink are 10 dB and 5 dB,
respectively.
6 Conclusions
In this paper a new ﬁlter design was introduced. It can
be used to reduce the heat sink common-mode currents in
Switching Mode Power Supply circuits. The validation of
the input impedances of the heat sinks have veriﬁed that the
input impedances can be increased at some frequencies up to
45 dB due to the ferrite core between the heat sink and the
power device. Therefore, the heat sink current can be mini-
mized. In addition, the radiated emissions from the heat sink
are attenuated by the ﬁlter. Again, our proposed ﬁlter design
reduces the heat sink noise currents and attenuates the heat
sink radiated emissions.
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impedance of the reference heat sink design can be expressed
as:
Zinput =
1
jωCdh
+Zh+
1
jωChp
· (5)
The impedance of the heat sink is given by
Zh =Rh+jωLh· (6)
The resonant frequency of the original heat sink design can
be expressed as:
fres1 =
1
2π
p
Lloop·Cloop
· (7)
Up to the resonant frequency fres1, the input impedance be-
haves like a capacitance and above the resonant frequency
fres1 the impedance behaves like an inductance. The reso-
nant frequency fres2 of the second conﬁguration was shifted
into the lower MHz frequency range because the extended
heat sink design has a larger current loop than the reference
design. In other words, the second conﬁguration has a larger
inductance than the original heat sink setup. In consequence,
the resonant frequency fres2 is smaller than the resonant fre-
quency fres1. The resonant frequencies of the ﬁrst and sec-
ond conﬁguration are 300 MHz and 180 MHz, respectively.
The capacitances of the third conﬁguration (extended heat
sink with ferrite core) are the same as ﬁrst and second conﬁg-
uration. But the inductances of the heat sink are increased by
the ferrite cores. This is because all two ferrite core consist
of different materials and therefore different magnetic char-
acteristics. The quality factor of the system is reduced by the
ferrite core. Furthermore, it depends on the ferrite materials
which is used.
The input impedance of the heat sink is increased because
a ferrite core has a very large impedance due to its permeabil-
ity. This means that the heat sink currents will be minimized
by adding the ferrite core between the heat sink and power
device and the heat sink radiation is attenuated by this ﬁlter.
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5 Radiation of the heat sink
5.1 Experimental setup
In order to validate the attenuation of the heat sink radiated
emissions of the proposed heat sink design an experimental
test was done inside an anechoic chamber to avoid the pres-
ence of environmental EMI noises in EMI measurements. A
simpliﬁed schematic of the experimental setup is shown in
Fig. 12. The RF signal generator was connected via a coax-
ial cable to the heat sink ferrite design. On the other side a
biconical/ logarithmic periodic antenna receives the emitted
electromagnetic ﬁelds from the heat sink. This received RF
signal V is detected by a spectrum analyzer.
From these RF signals of with and without ferrite core on
the ungrounded heat sink, the attenuation of the heat sink
radiated emissions is calculated using
Ahs(dB)=Vw/o Ferrite(dBµV )−Vw/ Ferrite(dBµV ), (8)
where Ahs is the attenuation of the heat sink radiated emis-
sions, Vw/o Ferrite is the received RF signal of the heat sink
Fig. 12. Attenuation of the heat sink ferrite design in the frequency
range for frontal and lateral measurements.
The impedance of the heat sink is given by
Zh =Rh+jωLh· (6)
The resonant frequency of the original heat sink design can
be expressed as:
fres1 =
1
2π
p
Lloop·Cloop
· (7)
Up to the resonant frequency fres1, the input impedance be-
haves like a capacitance and above the resonant frequency
fres1 the impedance behaves like an inductance. The reso-
nant frequency fres2 of the second conﬁguration was shifted
into the lowerMHz frequency range because the extended
heat sink design has a larger current loop than the reference
design. In other words, the second conﬁguration has a larger
inductance than the original heat sink setup. In consequence,
the resonant frequency fres2 is smaller than the resonant fre-
quencyfres1. Theresonantfrequenciesoftheﬁrstandsecond
conﬁguration are 300MHz and 180MHz, respectively. The
capacitances of the third conﬁguration (extended heat sink
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with ferrite core) are the same as ﬁrst and second conﬁgura-
tion. But the inductances of the heat sink are increased by
the ferrite cores. This is because all two ferrite core consist
of different materials and therefore different magnetic char-
acteristics. The quality factor of the system is reduced by the
ferrite core. Furthermore, it depends on the ferrite materials
which is used.
The input impedance of the heat sink is increased because
a ferrite core has a very large impedance due to its permeabil-
ity. This means that the heat sink currents will be minimized
by adding the ferrite core between the heat sink and power
device and the heat sink radiation is attenuated by this ﬁlter.
5 Radiation of the heat sink
5.1 Experimental setup
In order to validate the attenuation of the heat sink radiated
emissions of the proposed heat sink design an experimental
test was done inside an anechoic chamber to avoid the pres-
ence of environmental EMI noises in EMI measurements. A
simpliﬁed schematic of the experimental setup is shown in
Fig. 11.
The RF signal generator was connected via a coaxial cable
to the heat sink ferrite design. On the other side a biconi-
cal/ logarithmic periodic antenna receives the emitted elec-
tromagnetic ﬁelds from the heat sink. This received RF sig-
nal V is detected by a spectrum analyzer.
From these RF signals of with and without ferrite core on
the ungrounded heat sink, the attenuation of the heat sink
radiated emissions is calculated using
Ahs(dB)=Vw/o Ferrite(dBµV)−Vw/ Ferrite(dBµV), (8)
where Ahs is the attenuation of the heat sink radiated emis-
sions, Vw/o Ferrite is the received RF signal of the heat sink
without ferrite core and Vw/ Ferrite is the received RF signal
of the heat sink with ferrite core. The measurement setups
were conﬁgured forfrontal and lateral radiation. In this work,
the frequency range from 20 up to 300MHz was considered.
5.2 Results and discussions
The attenuation of the heat sink radiation is calculated for
frontal and lateral measurement of the heat sink is illustrated
in Fig. 12. The maximum attenuation value and the average
attenuation value of the frontal measurement of the heat sink
are 25dB and 15dB, respectively. Furthermore, the maxi-
mum attenuation value and the average attenuation value of
the lateral measurement of the heat sink are 10dB and 5dB,
respectively.
6 Conclusions
In this paper a new ﬁlter design was introduced. It can
be used to reduce the heat sink common-mode currents in
Switching Mode Power Supply circuits. The validation of
the input impedances of the heat sinks have veriﬁed that the
input impedances can be increased at some frequencies up to
45dB due to the ferrite core between the heat sink and the
power device. Therefore, the heat sink current can be mini-
mized. In addition, the radiated emissions from the heat sink
are attenuated by the ﬁlter. Again, our proposed ﬁlter design
reduces the heat sink noise currents and attenuates the heat
sink radiated emissions.
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